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TutorTutor.net was founded in 1996 in order to address the educational needs of students and
families. TutorTutor&trade; has been providing tutoring services for all ages in San Diego County for
over ten years now. We have an excellent staff of tutors to suit your learning needs. We provide an
exceptional and affordable tutoring program with thoroughly comprehensive services. Our one on
one in home tutors are trained in preschool, elementary school, middle school, high school, college,
and adult curriculum&rsquo;s.

		Many students struggle at school when they can&rsquo;t grasp basic concepts in certain subjects.
They become lost in the fast paced atmosphere of modern education. In a classroom setting, many
students are not afraid to ask questions, nor do they engage in conversation for the fear of feeling
stupid or being laughed at by their peers.

		When a struggling student is matched up with a compatible, passionate tutor, for one-on-one
tutoring, he or she begins to see a light at the end of the tunnel and his or her confidence starts to
soar. The student is able to open up to the tutor, asking as many questions as needed without
feeling awkward. The perfect tutor brings out the best in a student, while developing a study plan to
strengthen the student&rsquo;s weaknesses. When the student is having trouble understanding a
concept, the tutor can spend more time explaining the concept in a way that the student
understands. The perfect tutor is able to determine a student&rsquo;s learning style, and tailors the
lessons accordingly.

		We started a one-on-one tutoring company because of my negative elementary childhood
experiences at school. We still remember feeling embarrassed to raise our hand to ask a question
when we did not understand a concept. We worried that the teacher would be angry and our peers
might think that we were stupid. We strongly believe that one-on-one tutoring enables a child or
adult to ask as many questions as necessary, with no inhibitions, in order to finally comprehend the
challenging subject. TutorTutor is structured to build self-esteem and gives students the tools to
enjoy learning and attain academic success. Just as one size does not fit all, not every person
learns the same way.

		TutorTutor recognizes that one-on-one in-home tutoring is the best method of improving grades,
skill levels, and ultimately, academic standing. Individualized attention coupled with the comfort of
home maximizes program effectiveness; students feel secure in their surroundings and this
translates into improved work.

		To know more- http://tutortutor.net/
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